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MEF03

MEF01
MEF02

MEF05
MEF04

MEF11
MEF10

MEF13
MEF12

TEXTURE
Paint saturated
linen-available
with or without
an age-worn
finish.

SMUDGE
An abstract
expressionist
paint-on-canvas
effect of contrasting
colours, drips and
brush strokes.

SPLATTER
A truly individual
free form painton-canvas effect
worked to your
own colour palette.

DRIP
A dip and drip
effect layered over
paint saturated
canvas. Gloss
and matt colours
give added
contrast.

MEF09

MEF06

MEF14
RAW
Polished raw
fibreglass, which
can be pigment
stained with a tint
of your choice.

LEAF
Metal leaf expertly
applied to paintsaturated canvas,
to your chosen
design.

NECKS AND FINIALS

MEF07
MEF08

MEF17
HORN FINIAL AND NECK
Fiercely modern turned wood design. Paint it,
stain it or leave it raw.

MEF18
HALF ORB NECK
Turned beech wood available raw, waxed,
stained or sprayed to a colour of your choice.

FLUORO ACRYLIC NECK
MEF19
Spectacular edge lit acrylic slices - highly
polished to reflect light.

VINTAGE FINIAL / OPEN NECK
MEF20
A modern take on the classic couture atelier
neck. Available in raw cast metal or sprayed
to a colour of your choice.

DECOUPAGE
Collaged paper
images beneath a
satin seal. Specify
exact images and
design or ask us
to follow a given
theme.

MODERNE EFFECTS AND FINISHES
Taking our cue from Britain’s long history of innovative art, we’ve thrown out the rule
book to bring you Moderne - our amazing collection of finishes and effects with a streak
of rebellion! It’s all about mixing and matching: classic craft methods and time tested
skill contrasted with boundary pushing looks and design.

MEF15
MEF16
SHINE
Chrome plated
perfection. Any
metallic colour
Start by choosing your perfect body shape and size from our library of over 80 forms
available and also and then use our fantastic range of effects and finishes as a starting point to get creative.
shaded colourWe want you to have complete control, so any of the Moderne effects can be tweaked
blended effects.

and altered to suit your specific needs. Each piece is lovingly hand crafted to your exact
specifications, which means that your bespoke bust form will truly be one of a kind.

With the Moderne collection of effects and finishes you can have the look you want and
be safe in the knowledge that you can rely on our incredibly high standards of quality and
craftsmanship, time honoured for over 150 years.
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BASES

CHROME BLOCK BASE
Chunky block design, cast and
finished in shiny chrome.

BRUSHED STEEL BASE
Scoured steel plate raised on
ball feet.

ACRYLIC BASE
Acrylic baseplate with satin
steel feet. Clear, coloured or
edge lit neon.

DRESSMAKERS BASE
Classic wheeled design with
removable pedal. Available
raw, sprayed or chrome plated.

CHROME DROPLET BASE
Classic beauty and symmetry
combine in this elegant chrome
plated design.

CAST IRON BASE
Simple time - honoured design
available raw, sprayed or chrome
plated with steel or acrylic
upright pole.

